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IN  THE  COURT  OF  ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 
SONITPUR,TEZPUR 

 
Present: -     Md. Darak Ullah, A.J.S. 
  Additional Sessions Judge, 
  Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
Committing Officer : Dr. M. Baruah, 
      Chief Judicial Magistrate,   
      Sonitpur, Tezpur.  

Sessions Case No. 197 of 2011 

                     U/s.306/34  of  IPC. 

State 

-Vs- 
       1.   Smti Mamata Das 

  W/o Sri Narayan Das 
            Vill : Borgaon Kamar Pathar 

 Under Thelamara  P.S., Sonitpur. 
 

Advocates appeared:- 

For the State  :    Smti R. Chakravarti, Ld. Addl. P.P. 

For the accused :    Sri B.K. Basumatary, Ld. Advocate. 

Date of evidence :    27-5-15,27-6-15,15-2-16,2-6-16,3-8-16,3-10-16, 

        6-2-17,6-3-17,16-6-17.  

Date of argument :    29-6-2017. 

Date of Judgment :     13-7-2017.  

JUDGEMENT  

1.                    Brief history of the prosecution case is that one Kalpana 

Sen lodged an FIR before Thelamara PS on 30-5-11 alleging that  

Purabi Das, daughter of the informant, got married with Santosh Das 

as per social rites. After four years of their marriage, the accused 

persons started to torture said Purabi Das physically and mentally 

demanding dowry. The accused persons assaulted Purabi Das causing 

grievous injuries and sent her to the house of the informant. After few 

days Santosh Das took her back. On 28-5-11 at about 4 p.m. the 
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accused persons assaulted Purabi Das demanding dowry as a result she 

died. 

2.                    On receipt of the FIR, the O/C, Thelamara  PS   registered 

a  case vide Thelamara PS case No.51/2011 U/s.302/201/34 of IPC.  

3.                   After investigation, the investigating agency has submitted 

charge-sheet against   accused Sri Mantosh Das and Smti Mamata Das  

U/s.306/34 of IPC.  

4.                    During trial accused Mantosh Das expired and the case 

against him was abetted.  

5.                     On appearance of the accused Mamata Das, the copy 

was furnished to her and the case was committed to the court of 

Sessions as per Sections 209 Cr.P.C, by Dr. M. Baruah, Ld. Chief 

Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur  and thereafter this case is 

transferred to this Court for trial.  

6.                  After going through the materials on record, including the 

report U/s 173 Cr.P.C and after hearing both sides, my ld. predecessor 

was pleased to frame charge U/s 306/34 of  IPC against the accused 

person. The contents of the charges were read over and explained to 

the accused person to which she pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.  

7.                  During trial, prosecution has examined as many as 

13(thirteen) witnesses in the form of-  

   PW-1  Smti Kalpana Sen 

   PW-2 Sri Bapan Sen    

   PW-3  Smti Lakhi Koul   

   PW-4  Smti Padma Koul 

   PW-5  Sri Haren Koul 

          PW6 Sri Durga Bahadur Chetry    

   PW-7 Sri Maneswar Orang 

   PW-8 Dr. Rupam Pegu 

   PW9 Smti Pramila Das 

   PW10 Sri Ganesh Chetry 

   PW11 Sri Hem Bahadur Karki 

   PW12 Sri Biren Das 

   PW13 Sri Prabhat Rajkhowa.       
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Prosecution has also exhibited 7 (seven) numbers of documents in the 

form of Ext.1 to Ext.7. Prosecution evidence was closed. Statement of 

the accused person recorded U/s 313 Cr.P.C. The accused person 

denied the allegation in toto and declined to adduce evidence in 

defence.  

 

8. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

 Whether on 28-5-11 at about 4 p.m., at village Makar Pathar 

Borgaon under Thelamara PS, Purabi Das committed suicide in the 

house of the accused person and the accused person, in furtherance 

of common intention, abetted the commission of the suicide and 

thereby committed an offence punishable under section 306/34  IPC.    

  

Evidence 

 

9.         Let me discuss the relevant portion of evidence on record to 

decide the point No.8.  

10.                PW-1 Smti Kalpana Sen, the informant, in her evidence 

stated that her daughter Purabi Das got married to Mantosh Das as per 

social rites  about eight years back and lived at Thelamara. Out of their 

wedlock she gave birth to a female child and a male child. The accused, 

Seema Das, Narayan Das and Mantosh Das started to torture Purabi 

Das demanding dowry and drove her out twice from their house. 

Thereafter, Mantosh Das informed her that his brother Santosh Das 

died in an accident and then she went to the house of the accused 

person. About four years back her son-in-law Mantosh Das informed 

her daughter Kanika Das that her daughter Purabi Das died by hanging. 

Her neighbor Lila Ranjan Paul was informed over telephone who also 

informed her that her daughter died by hanging. Then she along with 

Arpana Sen went to the house of Mantosh Das and saw her daughter 

lying on the ground with  a rope on her neck. She came back and after 

four days she lodged FIR in the Thelamara PS. She has proved the FIR 

as Ext.1 wherein Ext.1(1) is her signature.  Police also produced her 

before the Tezpur Court for recording her statement. She has also 

proved her statement as Ext.2 wherein Ext.2(1) is her signature.  
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11.    In her cross examination she has stated that deceased 

Purabi Das has left one boy aged 11 months and a girl aged 3 years. 

She further stated that she never told any villagers regarding the 

assault on his daughter. She further stated that she once told Monoj 

Gaonburha in respect of assault on his daughter. She further stated 

that  the husband and wife maintained  good relationship till the birth 

of her grand-daughter and her daughter told her twice  in respect of 

their strained relationship after birth of the male child. After two years, 

her daughter and her son-in-law lived separately. She further stated 

that her daughter died after about one week of the death of Santosh 

Das.  She denied the defence suggestion that her son-in-law and other 

family members did not torture her daughter demanding money.  She 

also denied the defence suggestion that her daughter did not commit 

suicide  as a result of torture meted to her by the accused persons.  

12.    PW2 Sri Bapan Sen in his evidence stated that his sister 

Purabi Das got married with Mantosh Das of Thelamara Kamarpathar as 

per social rites. Out of their wedlock she gave birth to a female child. 

Thereafter her sister-in-law Seema Das, mother-in-law Mamata Das, 

father-in-law Narayan Das and her husband Mantus Das tortured her 

physically.  They also drove out his sister Purabi Das and then she 

came to their house and reported the matter. His brother-in-law called 

his sister over phone and assured not to assault her and then his sister 

again went to the house of the accused. After few days the accused 

persons also assaulted her and drove her out and then his sister came 

to their house and stayed for four days. Then his brother-in-law 

informed over phone that his brother Santosh Das died and called his 

sister to their house and accordingly his sister went to the house of his 

brother-in-law. On 28-5-2011 at about 4:30 p.m.  his sister Kanika Sen 

informed in the house of Ranjan Paul that his sister Purabi Das died. 

When he was at Dhekiajuli, brother-in-law of Kanika informed him over 

telephone that his sister died by hanging. Then he came to his house 

and came to know that his mother and sister went to the house of his 

deceased sister. His mother told him that his sister was lying dead with 

a rope on her neck. He further stated that his sister died as a result of 

torture by the accused person.  
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13.    In his cross examination he has stated that his sister 

lived with his brother-in-law for about six years. His brother-in-law 

came to their house prior to the death of his sister. He denied the 

defence suggestion that his sister never stated before them that the 

accused persons assaulted her demanding dowry.  

14.     PW3 Smti Lakhi Koul in her evidence stated that on the 

day of occurrence in the afternoon she returned home from her work 

place and saw a huge gathering in the house of the accused. She went 

to the house of the accused and saw Purabi Das lying dead in the 

court-yard of the accused’s house.  

15.    In her cross examination she has stated that she does 

not know how Purabi died. 

16.    PW4 Smti Padma Koul in her evidence stated that at the 

time of occurrence she was at her work place  and when she returned 

home she saw that villagers gathered at the house of the accused. She 

went to the house of the accused and saw the dead body of Purabi Das 

lying in the court-yard of the accused.  

17.    In her cross examination she has stated that she does 

not know the cause of death or as to who killed the deceased.  

18.    PW5 Sri Haren Koul in his evidence stated that after 

three months of the occurrence he came home and heard that Purabi 

died.  

19.    PW6 Sri Durga Bahadur Chetry in his evidence stated 

that when he returned from Tezpur, he heard about the incident and 

went to the house of the accused and saw the deceased Purabi Das 

hanging from roof in the house of the accused.  Then police brought 

her down and seized one rope used in the act of hanging. He has 

proved the seizure list as Ext.3 wherein Ext.3(1) is his signature.  He 

has also proved the inquest as Ext.4 wherein Ext.4(1) is his signature. 

He has also proved the rope seized by police as Material Ext.1.  

20.    PW7 Sri Maneswar Orang in his evidence stated that one 

day the deceased and her father Nirod Sen came to his house and told 

him that Santosh Das had assaulted and driven out deceased Purabi 

Das from his house and they sought his suggestion in the matter. The 

deceased Purabi Das told him that on earlier occasions also the accused 
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physically tortured her. After about three months, one day Nirod’s son 

informed him over telephone that the accused and his mother killed 

Purabi by hanging. Then he told him to file complaint in the police 

station.  

21.    In his cross examination he has stated that about four 

months prior to the death of Purabi, she along with her father and 

brother came to his house.  He further stated that on getting 

information about the death of Purabi he did not go to her place of 

residence or hospital and also did not visit the house of Santosh Das.  

22.     PW8 Dr. Rupam Pegu in his evidence stated that on             

29-5-2011 at 12:10 p.m.  he has conducted post mortem on the dead 

body of Purabi Das, wife of Mantosh Das in reference to Thelamara PS 

U/D Case No.06/2011 dated 28-5-11 escorted by UBC Inamul Haque 

and on examination found the followings : 

                   An average built, 22 years female dead body was 

examined. Rigor mortis present. Eyes closed, mouth slightly opened. No 

injury mark, abrasion was found. A non-continuous ligature mark seen 

around the neck with tie knot seen behind the left ear lobe.  

                  On cut section – dark blood coming out. 

  Brain was congested. There is dislocation of atlanto occipital 

joint. All the injuries are antemortem in nature.  

   He opined that the cause of death is due to asphyxia as 

a result of hanging.  

   He has proved the post mortem report as Ext.5 wherein 

Ext.5(1) is his signature and Ext.5(2) is the signature of Joint Director 

of Health Services, Sonitpur, Tezpur.  

23.    In his cross examination he has stated that he did not 

preserve the viscera for forensic examination.  

24.     PW9 Smti Pramila Das in her evidence stated that  on 

the relevant date at about 7/8 p.m. while he was returning from her 

work place she saw gathering of people in the house of the accused 

persons. Then she went there and saw the dead body of daughter-in-

law of accused Mamata Das lying dead. She heard that daughter-in-law 

of accused Mamata Das died by hanging.  
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25.    In her cross examination she has stated that  she has no 

knowledge if there was any quarrel between the accused person and 

the deceased and she cannot say how the hanging took place.  

26.    PW10 Sri Ganesh Chetry in his evidence stated that 

about five years ago hearing hulla in the village he visited the house of 

the accused and saw the dead body of daughter-in-law of accused 

Mamata Das on the court-yard of the accused. He has proved the 

inquest as Ext.4 wherein Ext.4(2) is his signature. He further stated 

that he does not know as to how the deceased died.  

27.    PW 11 Sri Hem Bahadur Karki in his evidence stated that 

he heard that daughter-in-law of accused Mamata Das committed 

suicide and when the dead body was brought for post mortem he 

visited the house of the accused.  

28.     PW 12 Sri Biren Das in his evidence stated that  Purabi 

Das got married with Mantosh Das in the year 2009 as per social 

customs and started living marital life. After the marriage Mantosh Das 

used to commit physical torture upon Purabi Das by consuming liquor. 

Whenever she was tortured, she came and informed him about the 

same and also stated that her husband tortured her by demanding 

money. About seven years ago, Bapon Sen, the brother of the 

deceased informed him over telephone that while Purabi was staying in 

the house of her husband, died. Immediately he went to Thelamara 

Kamargaon and saw that deceased Purabi Das was lying on the 

veranda having rope around her neck. He tried to contact Mantosh Das 

over telephone but he had not received his call and then he informed 

Thelamara PS about the incident.  

29.    In his cross examination he has stated that he had never 

visited the house of Mantosh where Purabi was living as his wife. He 

has further stated that after the marriage Mantosh and Purabi used to 

live together for about 1 ½ years.  He denied the defence suggestion 

that Purabi never came to his house and never made any allegation of 

torture by the accused.  

30.    PW 13 Sri Prabhat Rajkhowa in his evidence narrated 

various stages of investigation conducted by him.  He has further 

stated that after completion of investigation he has submitted charge 
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sheet against accused Mamata Das and Mantosh Das U/s.306/34 of 

IPC. He has also proved the FIR, seizure list, inquest, sketch map and 

charge sheet as Ext.1, Ext.3, Ext.4, Ext.6 and Ext.7 respectively. He has 

also proved the seized rope as Material Ext.1.  

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR DECISION 

 

31.           Appreciating the evidence on record it is found that initially 

charge sheet was submitted against present accused   namely Mamata 

Das along with her son  Mantosh Das who died in the mean time and 

as such the charge was framed against this accused only.  

32.   Evidence reveals that PW8 is Dr. Rupam Pegu who conducted 

post mortem and proved the post mortem report as Ext.5 and opined 

that cause of death is due to asphyxia as a result of hanging. PW3 Smti 

Lakhi Koul, PW4 Smti Padma Koul, PW5 Sri Haren Koul, PW7 Sri 

Maneswar Orang, PW9 Smti Pramila Das and PW11 Sri Hem Bahadur 

Karki have not implicated the accused in respect of commission of the 

alleged offence. Although PW6 Sri Durga Bahadur Chetry is a witness of 

seizure list and inquest but has not implicated the accused in respect of 

commission of the offence. Although PW12 Biren Das in his evidence 

stated that deceased Purabi Das  used to come to his house and 

informed him that her husband Mantosh Das used to commit physical 

torture upon her but he has not implicated the present accused 

Mamata Das in any manner. Similarly, although PW2 Bapan Sen, the 

brother of the deceased has stated in his evidence that his sister, the 

deceased told that the accused demanded dowry but informant PW1 

Smti Kalpana Sen, mother of the deceased, during her evidence in chief 

as well as cross examination has not implicated the present accused 

Mamata Das in respect of any torture upon her daughter, rather during 

her evidence in chief she has specifically stated that Seema Das, 

Narayan Das and Mantosh Das started to torture Purabi Das demanding 

dowry and drove her out twice from her house. She has specifically 

stated that she has not made any complain of torture to any village 

people. Although she has stated that once she informed the matter to 

Monoj Gaonburra but prosecution has failed to examine said Monoj 
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Gaonburha to substantiate the claim of the PW1. That apart, PW1  has 

stated that after two years her daughter and her son-in-law lived 

separately. From the above version of PW1 it reveals that Mantosh Das, 

the husband of the deceased, the other accused, already died and as 

the PW1 and other witnesses have not specifically implicated the 

present accused Mamata Das and as such it cannot be concluded that 

the present accused had committed physical or mental torture to drive 

out the deceased Purabi Das to commit suicide.             

33.   From the above discussion of the evidence on record, I hold 

that prosecution has failed to establish the offence U/s.306/34  of IPC 

against accused  Mamata Das beyond all reasonable doubt.  

O  R  D  E  R 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

34.               In result, accused person namely Mamata Das  is 

acquitted from the charge U/s.306/34   of IPC and set her at liberty 

forthwith.   

35.                 Bail bond stands cancelled. The bailor is discharged from 

his liability.  

36.          Seized articles be destroyed in due course.   

37.                   G.R. Case No. 1097 of 2011  be sent back to the Court of 

Ld. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur along with a copy of this 

order.  

38.            Given under the hand and seal of this Court on this 13th   day of 

July, 2017. 

 

       (D. Ullah) 
       Additional Sessions Judge,  
              Sonitpur,Tezpur 

Dictated and corrected by me 

 

 

         ( D. Ullah) 
Additional Sessions Judge, 
      Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 

 
Prosecution witnesses: 
   PW-1  Smti Kalpana Sen 

   PW-2 Sri Bapan Sen    

   PW-3  Smti Lakhi Koul   

   PW-4  Smti Padma Koul 

   PW-5  Sri Haren Koul 

   PW6 Sri Durga Bahadur Chetry    

   PW-7 Sri Maneswar Orang 

   PW-8 Dr. Rupam Pegu 

   PW9 Smti Pramila Das 

   PW10 Sri Ganesh Chetry 

   PW11 Sri Hem Bahadur Karki 

   PW12 Sri Biren Das 

  PW13 Sri Prabhat Rajkhowa.   

         Prosecution Exhibits : 

 

Exhibit-1 ..  FIR  
Exhibit-2…   Statement of PW1 recorded U/s.164 Cr.P.C.  
Exhibit-3…    Seizure list. 
Exhibit-4…  Inquest report.  
Exhibit-5…  Post mortem report.    
Exhibit-6…   Sketch map.  
Exhibit-7…  Charge sheet.  

 
Defence Witnesses:  

  
       Nil  
Defence Exhibits:  

   
       Nil 
 

 
         

    ( D. Ullah)  
Addl. Sessions Judge,      
Sonitpur,Tezpur 

 
 


